
Consumer & Business Buying Behaviour: 

1. An essay regarding repeat purchase in relation to two consumer decision making models.  

Introduction Empirical evidence suggests most buying is repeat-buying. According to Andrew Ehrenberg, consumers 
don’t want to be experts. Just want to be knowledgeable enough that they do not waste too much time 
and money on poor choices that they may make. In this essay, I will give an overview of two consumers 
decision making models and followed by the most appropriate for repeat purchases.  

Body Consumer decision making models are divided into two categories; high involvement consumer 
decisions where consumers are highly involved into rational decision making. It often takes longer time 
and more effort required by purchaser whereas low involvement consumer decision in which decisions 
take little time or less effort by purchaser as a result of repeat buying.  
 
Traditionally marketers have concentrated on high involvement consumer decisions as it has greater 
financial consequences than the other. Such as Cars, Home loans, buy from a category for the first time, 
a poor decision would have substantial consequences. As consumers are highly involved in rational 
decision making, the steps can be broken down into the following 5 steps with my own personal 
examples with each steps; (1) need recognition where I felt the need of getting higher education (2) 
information search (3) Evaluation of alternatives in which I compared all the alternatives based on 
their offers and (4) purchase decision in which I have decided to get into VU as its offer was the most 
desirable in my point of view, followed by the last step(5) post purchase evaluation which leads my 
experience to work of mouth.  
 
As Ehrenberg and Goodhardt pointed out in 1980. Decision making process for Low involvement 
consumer purchase are highly repetitive. The steps are sub-divided into awareness, trial followed by 
reinforcement and finally nudging. There are a number of scientific laws in marketing that suggest 
most consumer buying is habitual in nature. First, double jeopardy effect that states less popular 
brands not only have fewer buyers, but also have fewer loyal customers compared to popular brands. 
Duplication of purchase law by Dawes in 2008 also states that in repertoire market, your customers are 
the customers of other brands who occasionally buy you 
 
 

Conclusion Unlike high involvement consumer decisions, low involvement consumer’s poor decisions would not 
cause much financial detriments. On this facts given, any items that we purchase on regular basis 
would be suitable for low involvement consumer purchase such as coffee and groceries. 

 

(1) high involvement and (2) low involvement. 2 is most appropriate for the repeat purchases 

such as buying coffee, groceries on regular basis.  (2) can become (1) and the example is 

supersize me.  

 


